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System needs 'corrections': agent

GREEN shoots in international education could hide some barbs, according to Indian agent Ravi
Lochan Singh.

An upsurge in student visas granted to Indians should be a cause of celebration for Mr Singh, whose
Global Reach agency supplies Australian universities with students from the subcontinent. But he said the
buoyant numbers could spell danger for the streamlined visa processing system which had sparked the
resurgence in the first place.

While SVP removes many of the onerous requirements and delays that have curtailed international
student numbers, it also gives universities new responsibilities as de facto border cops – a role most take
seriously, Mr Singh said. But a few institutions had “sometimes not been that vigilant”.

And while most universities had checklists and guidelines for their agents, Mr Singh said it was
impossible for them to verify evidence that applicants could meet the expense of studying in Australia.

“I do not believe the universities can really do the checks at all,” he said.

“Fraudulent documents pertaining to loans, income, funds and employment have always been a concern.
DIAC (the Immigration Department) would often call banks and employers (to check) claims in the visa
files or from the student interviews.

“Under SVP, that onus is on the institutions now. The big question is: can the institution do the checks?
They can’t. Manpower and logistical considerations simply make it impossible.”

Universities counter the problem by asking their agents to check that documents submitted with visa
applications match the originals. “(But) there is no requirement to physically verify the documents,” Mr
Singh said.

“This has made it easier for some students and agents to sneak in fraud that goes undetected.”

The problem is exacerbated by “rampant” sub-contracting, particularly in areas such as the Punjab, Mr
Singh said. “One agent holds the agreement with an institution while the student is often sourced from a
sub-agent (who) lodges the visa.”

He said an escalation of compliance issues could lead DIAC to overturn SVP, threatening the healthy
higher education enrolments. “Corrections” to the system, such as increased requirements to disclose all
agents involved, could help prevent this.

However a DIAC spokesman indicated that the department was satisfied with the SVP to date, and was
taking a “business as usual” approach to compliance issues.

Ravneet Pawha, Deakin University’s Indian director, said SVP had in fact improved the quality of
students. “SVP has worked beautifully well – the High Commission has been fantastic in their turnaround
time,” she said.

Ms Pawha said universities with lax processes risked their own SVP status, but not the entire system. And
agents were aware of the risks.

“Ultimately the agent who files the visa application takes complete responsibility. Whether he’s got 10 or
15 (agents) outside his office is his problem. For universities who are operating in the right space – and I
think most of them are – there are no issues.”

International education giant Navitas, which operates a string of university pathway colleges, said its
agents in the subcontinent knew where they stood.

“It’s not in their interests for the wrong thing to happen, because if it does we’ll just chop them off,” said
CEO Rod Jones.
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